
Learn How to Get the Lowest Mortgage Rate: A Step-by-Step Guide

Description

Are you looking for the lowest mortgage rates? A mortgage calculator is an excellent place to start
because it allows you to evaluate your mortgage payment and better understand how much property
you can buy.

1. Set up your credit.

Credit. Both your credit history and your credit rating have a significant impact on the rate of interest
you qualify for, as well as your ability to qualify for a mortgage at all. “Simply, your credit rating enables
lenders to assess your potential to repay your loans,” explains Sarah Pierce, sales director, leading
online mortgage broker. “The better the rates you’ll be able to acquire, the higher your credit score.”
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Taking a look at the most current rates demonstrates this. According to money is probably a study of
over 8,000 mortgage lenders, customers with credit scores of 740 or better-received rates as low as
3.096 percent on a July day. Borrowers with credit scores below 640 received the lowest rate of 5.096
percent. On a 30-year, $200,000 loan, that’s a monthly difference of $231 and a total savings of more
than $83,000 over the life of the loan. Pierce advises consumers to check their credit score before
looking for a home—or a loan. “If you have a lower credit score and a flexible timeline, you may want to
wait and try to boost your score before applying to qualify for better rates,” she advises. Paying off
debt, clearing late bills, and requesting a credit line increase are all ways to improve your credit score.
Checking your credit report and reporting any error may also help, although that can take a while.

2. Save enough for a substantial down payment.

A 20% down payment isn’t required on most mortgage loans, but it certainly can’t hurt when shopping
for low rates. This is because a larger down payment reduces a mortgage’s loan-to-value ratio, or how
much of the home’s price the lender is financing. In addition, lower LTV loans often have lower interest
rates than higher LTV loans since they are less risky for the lender to take on. “Rates reflect risk,” says
Joe Tyrrell, chief operating officer of mortgage technology vendor Ellie Mae. “If a homebuyer can put
down more than 20%, they will typically get a lower mortgage rate.”

Larger down payments, in addition to providing you with a greater chance at a cheaper rate, can also
help you avoid private mortgage insurance, which protects the lender and adds both an upfront and
monthly fee to your house purchase. According to mortgage purchaser Freddie Mac, the typical
monthly cost is between $30 and $70.

3. Repay your debts.

A mortgage lender determines your affordability based on your debt-to-income ratio. This shows how
much of your income is taken up by monthly loan payments, as well as how much money you have set
aside for a possible new house purchase. Here’s an illustration: A borrower with monthly earnings of
$4,000 after taxation and a month debt of $2,000 has a debt-to-income ratio of 50% ($2,000 divided by
$4,000). Tyrrell believes that this is too high to qualify for the lowest interest rates. “Typically,
borrowers who qualify for the best rates have a current debt-to-income ratio of less than 42 percent —
which includes their new mortgage payment,” Tyrrell adds.

For debtors with credit scores above 42 percent, the solution is simple: Pay off existing debts or
improve your income. According to Pierce, refinancing or consolidating current loans, such as vehicle
or college loans, can also assist. This frequently lowers your monthly payment, lowering your debt-
income ratios step by step.

4. Compare mortgage rates from several lenders.

Most people shop around when purchasing a new car or television, and experts say it’s even more
crucial when getting a mortgage. “The worst mistake homeowners can make choices with the lender
recommended by their real estate agent,” Pierce adds. “Do not accept the first-rate you discover.”

Pierce recommends that you request a loan estimate from each company you consider when looking
for a loan. “Regardless of what a lender says, getting an official loan estimate is the only way to
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validate an offering and compare two possibilities apples-to-apples when rate shopping,” she says. “A
loan estimate, unlike a fee sheet or any other document you may receive from a lender, is a
standardized document that details all of the costs involved with your mortgage.” We’re doing your
shopping for you. It’s essentially a one-stop store. We’re out shopping for you and obtaining you the
best deal on the market at the time.” Brokers do charge additional costs, which are typically 1-2
percent of the loan amount. However, these are frequently paid for by the lender.

5. Select the appropriate credit product.

Borrowers can sometimes get a reduced interest rate just by decreasing the length of their loan.
According to Freddie Mac, the average 30-year mortgage rate in 2019 was 3.94 percent. It was 3.39
percent on 15-year loans, which was roughly sixty basis points lower. The same is true with tracker
mortgages, which also have lower interest rates. The catch with these loans, also known as ARMs, is
that the interest rate can rise after a specified period—usually five, seven, or ten years.

This certainly carries some risk, but according to Tyrrell, for the right borrower—particularly one who
does not intend to stay in the home for an extended period—an ARM can be a sensible method to
save money. “During those first few years, even just a quarter of a % can be a few hundred dollars in
monthly savings,” Tyrrell adds. “A seven-year adjustable-rate mortgage will be fixed at that lower rate
for seven years, and then it will adjust in year eight,” Foster explains. “Where will you be in year eight
when that loan adjusts?”

6. Consider purchasing discount points.

You can use discount points to get a cheaper interest rate. A point costs one percent of the loan
amount, or $2,000 on a $200,000 mortgage, and reduces the interest rate by a fraction of a percentage
point, usually approximately 0.25 percent. So buying a point would result in a new rate of around 3.25
percent for a borrower who was previously offered a 3.5 percent rate.

If you’re determined to acquire a cheaper mortgage rate, discount points can help you get there, but
they’re not for everyone, according to Foster. “See how long it takes you to repay the money you put
out for the points,” she advises. Buyers will want to ensure that they can reach the break-even point
before purchasing points. For example, if a point costs $2,000 and saves you $20 per month, it will
take 100 months—or more than eight years—to pay for itself. If you’re not sure you’ll remain in the
house for that long, points are generally not worth the money.

7. Don’t forget to secure it.

Once you’ve found a cheap interest rate that you’re happy with, you’ll need to lock it in with the lender.
This ensures that your interest rate cannot change before the loan closes, even if market interest rates
rise during that time.

Rate locks can sometimes be costly, especially during prolonged lock durations. On the other hand,
these may be worth the extra charge in a rising-rate market, but borrowers should consult with their
loan officer to determine the best course of action for their specific situation. “Use a loan officer in
whom you have confidence and trust,” Foster advises. “A village is required.”
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Conclusion

The majority of the work necessary in obtaining the best mortgage rate occurs well before you are
ready to apply. The most effective strategies to minimize your rate are to have a high credit score and
a substantial down payment. However, don’t put your trust in your bank, broker, or mortgage lender to
secure you the most acceptable terms. Companies might have a financial motive to guide you in one
direction or another. Instead, make your purchases, mortgage estimates, and comparisons. Also, keep
in mind that you qualify for a specific mortgage amount do not obligate you to borrow that amount.
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